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Year 1 and Year 2
book recommendations



This girl in Emeralds recommends The Tale of 
Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter. The picture in this 
book is really lovely, and Peter Rabbit in the story 
is like a naughty friend. Even friends who don't like 
rabbits will like rabbits if they read this book.



This girl in Diamonds loves this book so much 
because it's really funny. There are absolutely no 
pictures and only words and letters. She keeps 
asking to read it again and again. Mum 
recommends this book to other parents!



This girl in Venus borrowed this book from the local 
library. She wants to recommend it to everyone 
because she thinks that it's a book about hope and 
it has a good ending.



This Y1 boy loves The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson. 
It is a big favourite of lots of children! Do you like it 
too?



This boy in Y1 says, “this book is about George’s 
new dinosaur - robot toy. I like this book because 
it’s funny. The picture of George when he is upset 
and crying is very funny. I also like the song that 
the new toy sings - Dino Roar!”



This boy in Y2 loves this book because he finds it 
incredibly funny. In his own words it’s ‘hilarious’. 
The stories featured in the book range from 
Paddington at the circus to Paddington goes to 
hospital. Arthur’s favourite little story is about 
Paddington going for gold where he won a medal. 
Paddington won his medal for nothing less than 
being the first bear at the fair!



This boy in Y2 says about Fantastic Mr Fox, “his 
tail got shot off and he digs a tunnel to escape. He 
stole food and drink from Bogis, Bunce and Bean!”



This boy in Y2 recommends the Beano Annual 
2022. It has a lot of funny stories about kids and 
grown ups living in Beano Town. As a comic book it 
has very good pictures. Armand's favourite 
characters are Dennis and Gnasher. He says that 
he loves this book because it is interesting and fun. 
He laughs a lot when reading it.



This girl in Y2 says, “I like it because it's really 
funny. It's the fourth book in a series, starting with 
The 13 Storey Treehouse. It's about Terry and 
Andy who live in an amazing treehouse and have 
lots of adventures. They are very silly and Terry 
thinks Andy is the worst artist.”



Reception’s book 
recommendations



This boy in Squirrels class loves Bramble Bear and 
the Missing Necklace by Geoffrey Alan.



This boy in Hedgehogs Class loves Julia 
Donaldson books and was very excited to read the 
latest one. It is about 3 baddies, a witch, a troll and 
a ghost, who try to scare a little girl. However, the 
little girl is not scared of them, and even tries to 
help the ghost. He enjoys the rhyming words and 
liked that the girl was kind and it was the baddies 
that got scared away in the end!



This girl in Foxes says, “I like the Queen, her 
crown, her dress, her bracelet, flowers, hat and 
reading about her life and family”



This is the favourite book of a boy in Squirrels 
Class. He likes it because the tiger eats and drinks 
everything in their home and finds it funny when he 
sits on the sink and drinks all the water from the 
taps! “I like to put myself, mummy and daddy into 
the story and pretend it's about us.



This girl in Squirrels Class likes how George keeps 
doing things he shouldn't do like eating a cake, 
digging in soil and chasing a cat. The characters 
are George (the dog) and Harris (George's friend). 
"The funniest bit is when Harris finds George doing 
things he shouldn't and says "Oh no George!"



This boy in Foxes Class loves the book Asterix in 
Britain.  He likes the fact that the Romans and the 
pirates never win against Asterix and Obelix who 
are super strong with the magic potion. He likes it 
also because the Romans never manage to arrest 
and keep Asterix and Obelix in prison for long!



This book is the new favourite of this boy in 
Rabbit’s class. It’s a story about a magic cooking 
pot which is gifted to a girl, Rose by an old lady. 
Rose and her mum are very happy about having a 
pot until there is a porridge flood in the village!



Nursery’s book 
recommendations



This boy in Green Nursery recommends Little Red 
Riding Hood. He reads it every day and 
remembers all the story. At the end of the story 
there is a picture of a wolf with a stone in his 
stomach. It’s his favourite page!



This boy in Blue Nursery loves this book as it is full 
of lots of different dinosaurs and it is great fun 
pretending to be them as you read (or sing!) along. 
“My favourite thing was flapping my arms like I was 
a pterodactyl!”



This girl in Blue Nursery recommends ‘Can I Slurp 
my Spaghetti’. This book was a birthday gift from 
her friend. She loves the idea of this book, being 
with friends in her own house, playing and eating 
together with them. Also she enjoys slurping their 
spaghetti!



This girl in Yellow Nursery loves this book. It is 
about a young wolf who hasn’t learnt how to howl 
and he is teased by his monster friends at school. 
It has lots of pictures of ghosts, vampires and 
zombies who love trick or treating!



This boy in Blue Nursery borrowed this book from 
school. He loved it so much he wanted it read 
again and again!



This girl in Blue Nursery recommends The Story 
Orchestra. This book shares a musical retelling of 
the opera The Magic Flute! It is a story of Prince 
Tamino and Princess Pamina and a bird catcher. It 
is set in two magical lands, has dragons, daring 
rescues, and lots of magical adventures.


